Gelatin supply disruptions threaten US pharmaceutical manufacturers
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This article describes how COVID-19 and other factors have led to increased risk of interruptions to the US pharmaceutical supply chain and discusses how sourcing ingredients more locally can benefit manufacturers and US consumers.

The US is a top spender on healthcare, but many of the drug products that Americans use are produced overseas. Both APIs and other materials, such as capsules, are often sourced from other countries and continents.

Gelatin is a key ingredient in pharmaceutical manufacturing and is used to make both hard and soft capsules. Gelatin is made from collagen derived from the connective tissues and bones of beef and/or pork. Capsule suppliers also use plant-derived formulations to provide hard-capsule options to vegetarian and vegan consumers, but the industry generally prefers to use gelatin because of its low cost.

Recently, drug manufacturers have experienced capsule shortages due to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on pharmaceutical supply chains. Gelatin supply disruptions have shed light on how the industry’s reliance on Asian and European suppliers may jeopardize the stability of pharmaceutical manufacturing. Cultivating alternate suppliers now and switching to manufacturers on the American continent can help prevent future manufacturing issues.
Gelatin and other shortages during COVID-19

Raw gelatin is often sourced from countries across North or South America, Europe, or Asia. The biggest raw gelatin importer is the US, which brought in $258 million worth of gelatin in 2018, with about 20 percent coming from Asia and 25 percent from Europe (Figure 1) [1].

During the pandemic, many countries have shut down meat-processing facilities and euthanized animals, limiting the availability of gelatin. Indian capsule manufacturers have cut production by 30 to 40 percent due to a lack of raw gelatin, and capsule prices have risen because gelatin demand has driven costs up [2].

Other pandemic-related problems have also arisen throughout the pharmaceutical supply chain. Many Asian manufacturing facilities shuttered operations in the wake of COVID-19. Indian pharmaceutical companies, which receive 70 percent of ingredients from Chinese manufacturers, responded by limiting the export of dozens of pharmaceuticals [3].

Additionally, many nations have closed their borders and restricted flights in recent months, leading to shipping delays. These factors have led to concerns about medicine availability throughout North America.

In 2018, the FDA inspected only 20 percent of registered drug manufacturing facilities abroad.

Ethical concerns about Asian manufacturing facilities

Through the 1960s, US drug products were largely manufactured domestically. Over the following decade, pharmaceutical manufacturing began shifting away from the North American continent, and now largely takes place in various Asian countries [4]. The primary reason for the shift was lower prices, but Asia’s less stringent regulations, low labor costs, and lax environmental laws come with ethical concerns.

Because the FDA doesn’t inspect overseas facilities as regularly as it inspects domestic ones, quality may be a concern. In 2018, the FDA inspected only 20 percent of registered drug manufacturing facilities abroad [5]. These inspections have found that many Asian manufacturing facilities systematically manipulate data, provide false information, and limit facility access to their US partners, leading to concerns about quality control and health risks for American consumers [6]. Because these issues occasionally require companies to repeat manufacturing runs, the cost savings of overseas manufacturing may not be as significant as they once were.

Concerns about quality have only increased with COVID-19. The FDA has halted in-person overseas inspections during the outbreak [7]. North American buyers have less information than ever about the status or reliability of overseas products.

Importance of reliable supply chains

COVID-19 is predicted to continue to affect companies’ day-to-day operations for the near future, indicating that ingredient shortages may linger or may come and go as future outbreaks rise and fall in various nations. Additionally, some experts warn of the risk of additional global pandemics. Using reliable and transparent suppliers can help the pharmaceutical industry better weather future global upheaval.

International relations are also playing a role in sourcing materials. In addition to more limited flights and border closings, trade tensions have risen between the US and China. A leading Chinese economist recently suggested that China curtail its exports of raw pharmaceutical materials to the US [9]. Sourcing ingredients domestically or within the same geographic area and minimizing long-distance shipping can help protect manufacturers’ supply chains.
Handing over the majority of pharmaceutical supply operations to other countries also increases security risks. If the US is unable to produce its own medicines, it's more dependent on and vulnerable to other nations that provide the supply. In particular, centralizing drug allocation in one country, such as China, may lead to interruption of medicine supply due to outside forces, such as a pandemic, human error, or intentional tampering.

Furthermore, when a single other country controls a large market share in manufacturing drugs for America, it can easily control the prices that the industry and consumers pay here. To reduce risk to US national health security, in recent years several US politicians and experts have called for increased local production of medicines and have recommended purchasing supplies from trustworthy, qualified manufacturers rather than focusing on price [10].

It's important to choose suppliers that are focused on quality, transparency, and purchasing ease. This helps protect future manufacturing against ingredient shortages and sourcing problems. Having a reliable empty-capsule supplier that sources quality materials and operates within the manufacturer’s geographic area is increasingly important to avoid future disruptions in the supply chain.
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